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ABOUT PROJECT
ANAPAIKE
Introduction
In the last few years, Reach Beyond has had the privilege of connecting
with unknown tribes in the Amazon bordering Suriname. It has become
evident through relationships and partners that there are still several
unreached people groups in this area that have not heard of Jesus. Some of
these smaller tribes have broken away from larger ones and therefore
many of them do not have an official name.
We have built relationships with tribes and chiefs while providing solarpowered Audio Bibles through our ‘Solar-Powered Technology’ Project.
The response and impact has been overwhelming and there has now been
a request for further discipleship including their own place to gather and
worship.
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PRIMARY PUROSE
VISION
It is our goal to work with agencies, partners and these
tribes to provide them with their evangelistic and
fellowship needs. Our local pastor and partner has
agreed to pastor this new church for the next five years
until a new leader can be identified and trained. This
church will serve as a hub to evangelize other tribes
within the Amazon.

THE NEED
There is an urgent need of evangelism and
discipleship in the Amazon jungle, among the
Indigenous people and the unreached groups of the
Guianas. Data collected in previous years about
Christian presence has been disproven by partners
and agencies on the ground in South America. There
are many tribes who still have not heard of Jesus. The
dense rain forest does not allow any access to the
Amazon villages except by boat or small plane.
Christian faith in these areas is nominal and often
practiced together with Shamanism.
The church planting in Anapaike will be an effective
way of fostering local leaders for years to come. The
thousands of people in tribes among the Maroon and
Wayana people will have a place to worship and
gather together for generations in the name of Jesus
Christ.
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Project Details
There are 4 major components to
Project Anapaike:
1. Covered Church Area- a typical style of
building for this part of the continent. This
area will be a place to gather with shade. Open
beams will exist for hammocks for guests to
sleep off the ground in case of heavy rains.
There will be a second floor devoted to
pastoral offices and storage of evangelism
materials.
2. A fellowship Area- a small covered building
will provide a small kitchenette and
washrooms for visitors.
3. A low frequency radio station will be built for
this area providing Christian content. Locals
will be trained to run the radio station.
4. Water Filtration systems- there is a great need
for clean water in this region. We have
generously received a donation of water
filtration systems for Anapaike but there is a
financial need for shipping into the Amazon.
It is difficult to get equipment and materials
into the jungle.

He said to them, “Go into all the world
and preach the gospel to all creation”
Mark 16:15
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PROJECT DETAILS
Building Team
The build will take place winter 2020 with the help of teams from Reach
Beyond Canada and New Zealand. The team leader for the short term teams
is RB NZ President Russell Grainger. It is the goal of the trip to complete the
initial build phase.

Sustainability
After the build is completed, the site will need little to no maintenance
beyond regular sweeping. We will appoint a local to manage the property.
Electricity is provided free from the government of Suriname and water is
carried from the river for toilets and showers. Any other needs for the
church will be provided long-term by the congregation from weekly
offerings.
A general contractor will oversee the build projects and give guidance and
direction. They will have final say in the build to eliminate waste of time
and resources. Reach Beyond Canada will monitor the progress of the
project from beginning to end ensuring the build is on schedule.
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Reducing Duration
Ahead of time, the concrete pads will be formed and be
set before the Team arrives. All materials will need to be
purchased and stored in a safe place with security. A
single general contractor will oversee the build projects
and give guidance and direction. The general contractor
will have the final say in the build to eliminate the waste
of time and resources. Shazam will monitor the progress
of the Project from beginning to end, ensuring that the
build is on schedule. This includes logistics.

Project Build Closure
Prior to the closure of the project, we will assess the
build. Any necessary modifications will be made with
the team before they depart. There will be a ceremony
to bless the build and the future work that will be
come from these buildings.
An official picture will be taken and sent to supporters
and donors thanking everyone for their contribution.
The official name of the church will be announced.
The official name of the Fellowship hall will be
announced.
The Tribal Chief will be officially thanked and prayed
over.
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"THEREFORE GO AND MAKE DISCIPLES OF
ALL NATIONS, BAPTIZING THEM IN THE
NAME OF THE FATHER AND OF THE SON AND
OF THE HOLY SPIRIT, AND TEACHING THEM
TO OBEY EVERYTHING I HAVE COMMANDED
YOU. AND SURELY I AM WITH YOU ALWAYS,
TO THE VERY END OF THE AGE.”
MATTHEW 28:19-20
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